CUSTOMIZE REPORTS TO MATCH YOUR UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS AND PROCESSES

- Flexible reporting allows you to define and assign metrics, KPIs and reports, unique to the different sites and levels in your organization.
- Maintenance Connection is equipped with over 200 canned or pre-populated standard reports, sorted in folders by category. SMART Reports allow data to be modified and viewed from within the report itself, making batch edits or status updates simple.
- Pivot reports, custom headers, KPI trending and other advanced options can easily be added to reports to give users an added level of depth to their analytics.

GAIN GREATER INSIGHTS INTO AND ACROSS ALL MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

- Run a variety of reports, from labor reports to see where techs are with their PMs, to work order reports to check hours and parts used on a specific request, to asset reports to understand what you’re spending and if you’re billing accordingly.
- Diagnose and prevent equipment crashes by accessing and analyzing history reports. From cradle to grave, equipment history is at your fingertips.
- Keep all layers of management informed and up to date on maintenance performance. KPI dashboards provide real-time information, available at a glance. Meanwhile, alerts can be sent automatically by the system when targets are not being met.
GENERATE REPORTS QUICKLY AND PAINLESSLY

- A simple report wizard makes creating new reports or modifying existing ones fast and painless. Similarly, a library of commonly used criteria can be accessed to build reports, on demand.

- Reporting is there when you need it. Schedule automated reports to be delivered straight to your inbox, weekly, monthly or however you like. They’re automatically there.

- Everyone in the organization can easily run reports. There’s no need to hire third-party experts or consultants. The Reporter module in Maintenance Connection is easy to use and understand.

“Everyone on our staff loves the reporting. The ability to get data instantly is never a problem.”
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